
Children Counting From One To Twenty 20 For
Pre Kindergarten And Elementary
Counting is an essential skill that children learn during their early years. Pre-
kindergarten and elementary school teachers play a vital role in helping kids
develop their counting abilities. In this article, we will focus on teaching children
how to count from one to twenty, helping them create a strong foundation for their
math skills.

Why is counting important?

Counting is not just about reciting numbers in order; it helps children understand
the concept of quantity and develops their number sense. Counting allows
children to make connections between numbers and objects, enhancing their
problem-solving abilities.

Moreover, counting builds the fundamental skills necessary for more complex
math concepts, such as addition and subtraction. The ability to count is crucial for
a child's mathematical success and overall cognitive development.
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Teaching counting through interactive activities

One of the most effective ways to engage children in learning how to count is
through hands-on activities. Here are some interactive activities that teachers and
parents can use to teach counting from one to twenty:

1. Counting with manipulatives: Use objects such as blocks, buttons, or toys to
help children visualize numbers while counting. Encourage them to touch and
move the objects as they count, reinforcing the connection between numbers and
objects.

2. Number recognition: Create number flashcards with digits from one to twenty.
Show the cards to children and have them identify the corresponding quantity of
objects or dots on the cards. This activity helps kids recognize numbers and
associate them with a concrete representation.

3. Singing counting songs: Singing songs that involve counting, such as "Five
Little Ducks" or "Ten in the Bed," can make counting more enjoyable for children.
The rhythm and catchy tunes help them remember the number sequence and
make the learning process entertaining.

4. Counting in daily routines: Incorporate counting into everyday activities, such
as counting the number of steps taken while going up the stairs or the number of
apples in the grocery store. By making counting a part of their daily lives, children
will understand that numbers are all around them.

No small steps: Teaching numbers beyond ten
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Once children grasp counting from one to ten, it is important to extend their
knowledge to higher numbers. Here are strategies to help children count beyond
ten:

1. Number charts: Use number charts that go up to twenty. Point to each number
while counting with the child to reinforce the sequence and introduce them to
numbers beyond ten.

2. Counting objects in groups: Group objects into sets of ten, such as beads or
blocks. Count the objects in each set of ten, then continue to count the remaining
individual objects separately. This method helps children understand place value
and the concept of tens and ones.

3. Visual representations: Use visual aids, such as ten frames or tally marks, to
represent numbers beyond ten. This visual support helps children visualize and
understand larger numbers.

Make counting fun!

Remember that making learning fun is crucial for children's engagement and
motivation. Here are some additional tips to make counting enjoyable:

1. Games and puzzles: Introduce counting games and puzzles that require
children to count and match numbers. Make it a playful and exciting experience
by incorporating colorful illustrations or rewarding them with small treats for
solving the puzzles correctly.

2. Interactive apps: There are numerous educational apps available that focus on
counting skills. With engaging graphics and interactive features, these apps make
learning to count a delightful experience for children.



3. Counting competitions: Organize friendly counting competitions among
children, where they can compete to see who can count the fastest or count the
most objects correctly. This healthy competition adds an element of excitement to
counting activities.

4. Storybooks about counting: Read storybooks with counting elements to
children and encourage them to count the objects or characters within the story.
These books create an engaging and imaginative environment that promotes
counting skills.

Counting is an essential skill that lays the foundation for a child's mathematical
abilities. By using interactive activities, extending counting beyond ten, and
making learning fun, pre-kindergarten and elementary school teachers can
effectively teach children how to count from one to twenty. Remember, the goal is
not only for children to recite numbers but for them to develop a deep
understanding of quantity and number concepts, leading to a strong foundation
for their future math skills.
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Children's Easter Egg Counting Book

Join these cute Easter monsters on a counting adventure from 1-20. Count the
colorful eggs and turn the page to see the correct answer. Perfect gift for kids and
teachers for the classroom or for homeschooling parents. 
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